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Lawyers disagree over 'fig leaf' fix in state budget deal
East Bay Business Times - 11:43 AM PDT Thursday, August 23, 2007

by Marie-Anne Hogarth

A California budget "fix" in a bill authored by Republican state Sen. Robert Dutton to stave off certain environmental
lawsuits related to global warming is hot off the press - but already lawyers are asking what kind of exception it actually
creates. 

Deputy Attorney General Kenneth Alex, one of the lawyers leading the climate change litigation in Attorney General Jerry
Brown's office, said the bill is a "fig leaf" for Republicans. 

"They made a very big issue of the attorney general's global warming comment letters and single lawsuit and this was a
primary, if not the primary, issue that held up the state budget for 50-some odd days," Alex said. "It seems like there was a
need to do something on this issue and what they have come up with doesn't limit the AG's authority in any substantial
way." 

The fix, Senate Bill 97, is limited in that it applies only to transportation and flood control projects funded through some
$25 billion in voter-approved bonds. 

"This won't stop the AG from challenging other types of projects ... like the refineries," said Art Coon, a shareholder in
the Walnut Creek office of Miller Starr Regalia. "I suppose the AG will continue to do that." 

It is the bill's language that has lawyers stumped: The failure to analyze "the effects of greenhouse gas emissions otherwise
required to be reduced pursuant to regulations adopted under the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32),"
doesn't create a cause of action for a CEQA violation. 

Environmental lawyers, like Kassia Siegel, an attorney with the Center for Biological Diversity, which is suing cities
over greenhouse gas emissions, are wondering how a loophole would apply to projects subject to regulations created by
the California Air Resources Board under AB 32 since CARB won't create those regulations until 2012. The loophole
described in the bill expires in 2010. 

"They have adopted a solution to a nonexistent problem and they declared a solution that didn't exist," said Siegel. 

Dutton's office says the sentence may be confusing. 

"We spent 52 days on this and hundreds of hours and attorneys and that one sentence was mind-numbingly difficult," said
Russell Lowery, chief of staff for the bill's author. "Still, Sen. Dutton wrote the language in the bill and he knows what he
intended to put on paper." Dutton is from Rancho Cucamonga. 

Lowery says the phrase "otherwise required to be" makes all the difference. 

"They're not suing based on the regulation; they are suing based on CEQA, and we are saying you can't sue under CEQA
for greenhouse gases identified in AB 32," Lowery said. 

Some attorneys for builders scratching their heads. "If you read it to say that the regulations have to be adopted and
effective, I would agree" that a loophole isn't created, said Coon. "But I don't think you can reasonably read it that way
because it doesn't achieve the purpose that the Legislature intended to." 



Kip Lipper, a senior staffer in the office of Senate President Pro Tem Don Perata, D-Oakland, says CARB could decide
"anytime" to create regulations related to greenhouse gas emissions for projects funded through bonds. How likely is that?
"You'll have to ask the Air Resources Board," Lipper said. 

"The language was drafted and reviewed with senior members of the administration as well as with members and staff of
both parties in the Legislature and it was agreed and put forward as agreed," he added. 

Meanwhile the litigation continues, despite a settlement by Brown's office of a global warming lawsuit filed against San
Bernardino County. 

The Center for Biological Diversity has a separate suit against San Bernardino also over its failure to consider
greenhouse gas impacts in planning. The suit, says Siegel, also claims global warming causes forest fires and faults the
county for not planning adequate routes for emergency vehicle evacuation. 

Also still active is global warming litigation filed by the nonprofit over projects in the cities of Banning, Desert Hot
Springs and Perris. 

In Contra Costa County, there is no hearing scheduled in an appeal by Brown's office of the planning commission's
approval of an expansion of the ConocoPhillips refinery in Rodeo - apparently to give Brown's office and Conoco time to
talk. 

Meanwhile, land use lawyers feel they are on notice. 
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